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Ins ection Summar

Areas Ins ected: Routine resident inspection of plant operations, physical
security, plant events, surveillance, scram discharge volume capability, fit-
ness for duty, and Unit 2 refueling activities.

Results: During this inspection, continued measures existed and were exercised
by the licensee to assure safe and reliable operation of both units. With

~ respect to the reactor scram that occurred on March 4, licensed operator
actions were correct and proper and the response of the plant was as expected.
Within the period, the licensee also submitted a 10 CFR Part 21 report address-
ing drywell insulation breakdown. The significance of this issue was quickly
identified and brought to the attention of the NRC. This identification of
breakdown of insulation, in particular by plant engineering, was considered to
be an indicator of the licensee's effective training and education of their
personnel. The licensee also had a failed seal package on recirculation pump 1
'A'. Changeout of that seal package was found acceptable, which also demon-
strated good knowledge and training by the licensee for maintenance personnel.
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Inspection Summary (Continued)

Not withstanding the otherwise good performance, there were three violations
identified. First, there were several instances where the licensee failed to
follow procedures. These were associated with: removal of a jumper before
closing states links causing an RPS trip (with no rod motion); plant operations
of the fuel pool cooling system; and, failing to notify the NRC within four
hours after issuance of a press release. Also noted were several procedural
inadequacies. These were: a blocking permit which did not corre'ctly identify
the proper fuse to be removed resulting in an RPS trip; and, a skimmer surge
tank valve that was not properly addressed in a temporary procedure. Also
noted during this period was an open, unposted door which could allow egress
and ingress to the radiological controlled area. Collectively, the items
indicate a need to a more meticulous approach to reviewing and implementing
procedures for routine (i.e., non-emergency) evolutions.

Because of a failure in 1980 of rods to fully insert during a scram at the
Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Plant, a comprehensive set of reviews and actions
was required of all licensees. During this inspection, the inspectors per-
formed a in-depth retrospective review of this issue. The results were accept-
able. The licensee's Fitness for Duty Program was reviewed and found to be
acceptable.

During this inspection period, the licensee unintentionally backwashed both the
common and the Unit 2 fuel pool cooling system demineralizers into the fuel
pool cooling system piping and the letdown line. This event was initiated by
station personnel's failure to properly follow the operating procedure. The
licensee's handling of this, event from a radiological perspective was con-
sidered very good. However, from an operational and system design perspective,
several weaknesses were noted.

During control rod checkouts, the licensee incurred a stuck rod. The cause of
the stuck rod appeared to be lack of communication between two groups perform-
ing different tests. Resolution from an engineering perspective for this
problem was found to be acceptable.

In general, even though several weaknesses were noted which require licensee
attention, the licensee continues to operate the plants in a very safe and
conservative manner.
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DETAILS

1.0 Introduction and Overview

NRC Staff Activities

The purpose of this inspection was to assess licensee activities for
the power operation and refueling modes as they related to reactor
safety and worker radiation protection. Within each area, the
inspectors documented the specific purpose of the area under review,
scope of inspection activities and findings, along with appropriate
conclusions. This assessment is based on actual observation of
licensee activities, interviews with licensee personnel, measurement
of radiation levels, or independent calculation and selective review
of applicable documents.

1.2 Unit 1 Summar

Unit 1 operated at essentially full power until March 4 when the unit
scrammed from full power as the result of an accidental bumping of a

span protection relay in the 230 KV swi tchyard (See Detail 2.2) . The
unit was brought back to full power on March 12 following some minor
maintenance work. A failure of the number 1 seal on the 'A'eactor
recirculation pump made it necessary for the licensee to shut down
the unit on March 16 after attempts to reseat the seal were un-
successful. Startup was commenced on March 22 following seal
replacement, with full power being achieved on March 26 (See Detail
2.5).

1.3 Unit 2 Summar

Unit 2 was operating at full power at the beginning of the inspection
period. On February 18, the unit began power coastdown as it neared
its second refueling outage. On February 29, power was reduced to 61
percent in order to facilitate some pre-outage work on emergency
service water and residual heat removal systems. At -5:00 p.m. on
March 4, shutdown of the unit for its second refueling outage com-
menced. The generator output breaker was opened at 12:31 a.m. and
the reactor mode switch placed in shutdown at 1:59 a.m. on March 5 to
officially start the 59 day outage. Major activities for the outage
include: replacement of 236 fuel bundles and 24 control rod drives,
and complete overhaul of the main turbine generator including
replacement of the Low Pressure Turbine Rotors.

Major modifications to address issues associated with Loss of Offsite
Power, Anticipated Transient Without Scram, 10 CFR 50 Appendix R,
drywell cooling, and Residual Heat Removal System waterhammers are
also scheduled to be accomplished. The unit is expected to return to
power operation during the week of. May 1, 1988.



On March 5, during plant shutdown, a spurious RHR isolation signal
occurred (See Detail 2.3). At the beginning of the outage, two indi-
viduals were contaminated while adjusting underwater lighting (See
Detail 2.6). In addition, 'several full reactor protection system
(RPS) actuation signals were generated during instrument calibrations
near the start of the outage (See Detail 2.9). On March 23, a main
steam isolation valve (MSIV) isolation signal was generated during
modification work and a control rod became stuck during scram time
testing (See Details 2.7 and 2.8). Also, on March 23, the licensee
inadvertently backflushed the Unit 2 and common filter/demineral-
izers. As a result, some resin fines and crud were introduced into
the Unit 2 fuel pool cooling system and letdown line directing water
to the condensate storage tank. Increased radiation levels near the
letdown line caused the licensee to temporarily stop work in the Unit
2 reactor building and remove workers (See Detail 7.0).

Persons Contacted

During the course of the inspection, the inspector interviewed, dis-
cussed issues and received information from various licensee
employees.

Listed below are the senior people and/or those people who supplied
substantive information. Members who attended the exit interview on
April 6, 1988 are indicated by an asterisk.

*W. Barberi ch, Manager of Licensing
J. Bl akesl ee, Assi stant Superintendent of Pl ant, SSES

F. Butler, Supervi sor of Maintenance
R. Byram, Superintendent of Plant, SSES

*T. Dalpiaz, Supervisor of Technical Support
E. Figard, Supervisor of IKC/Computer
J. Fritzen, Supervisor of Radiological Operations
H. Keiser, Senior Vice President, — Nuclear

"D. Klinger, Acting Supervisor — Installation Engineering Group
T. Markowski, Day Shift Supervisor
K. Mattern, Radwaste Power Production Engineer
D. McGann, Compliance Engineer
W. Morrisey, Supervisor of Radiation Protection Program

*H. Palmer, Supervisor of Operations
R. Prego, Supervisor of Operations gA

*H. Riley, Supervisor of Health Physics/Chemistry
*D. Roth, Senior Compliance Engineer
"R. Stotler, Supervisor of Security
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2.0 Routine periodic Ins ections

2.1 ~Sf 2

The NRC resident inspectors periodically inspected the facility to
determine the licensee's compliance with the general operating
requirements of Section 6 of the Technical Specifications (TS) in the
following areas:

review of selected plant parameters for abnormal trends;

plant status from a maintenance/modification viewpoint, includ-
ing plant housekeeping and fire protection measures;

control of ongoing and special evolutions, including control
room personnel awareness of these evolutions;

control of documents, including logkeeping practices;

implementation of radiological controls;

implementation of the security plan, including access control,
boundary integrity, and badging practices;

control room operations during regular and backshift hours,
including frequent observation of activities in progress, and
periodic reviews of selected sections of the unit supervisor's
log and control room operator's log and other control room daily
logs;

followup items on activities that could affect plant safety or
impact plant operations;

areas outside the control room; and,

selected licensee planning meetings.

Also, the inspectors reviewed specific events in more- detail as
described in the sections that follow.

2.2 Automatic Reactor Scram Unit 1

At 12:07 p.m. on March 4, a main generator load reject signal caused
the main turbine to trip. The turbine control valves closed and an
automatic reactor scram occurred. Reactor vessel level decreased to
approximately 8 inches minimum on the normal operating scale before
being restored to normal levels by the reactor feedwater pumps. No

emergency core cooling systems actuated and the plant trip response
was normal.





Investigation by the licensee determined that an operator working in
the 230 KV switchyard bumped against the span protection auxiliary
relay, causing it to actuate which generated a main turbine . trip
signal. = As a result of the turbine stop and control valve closure,.
a reactor protection system (RPS) actuation occurred.

The licensee decided to retain the unit in a shut down condition for
approximately six days to perform selected maintenance work. The
unit returned to full power operation on March 12, 1988.

The inspector reviewed the post-trip response and discussed the trip
with members of the plant staff to assure that systems functioned as
designed and that the plant's response was normal. The inspector
found all responses normal and operator actions acceptable.

2.3 S urious RHR Isolation Si nal Unit 2

While placing the unit in the RHR Shutdown Cooling Mode of operation,
an isolation signal occurred causing the'nboard isolation valve

.(1F009) to cl,ose. The licensee immediately determined that an actual
isolation condition did not exist, reopened the affected RHR valve
and continued to place the uni,t in the shutdown cooling mode. The
cause of the isolation signal was thought to be a spurious "high
shutdown cooling (SOC) flow" signal since no annunciation occurred at
the time of the isolation and this isolation 'signal would not annun-
ciate when tested. The licensee initiated a work authorization to
investigate the problem. The inspector reviewed the significant
operating occurrence report (SOOR) on the incident and discussed the
incident with plant staff. The inspector considers the licensee's
actions in response to the incident acceptable.

2.4 Part 21 Re or t Unit 2 Or well Insulation Breakdown

At 3:55 p.m. on March 14, 1988, the licensee noti'fied the resident
inspector of a Part 21 reportable item concerning drywell insulation.
While performing an inspection of installed insulation in the Unit 2
drywell on March 5, the licensee had noticed that the aluminum foil
coating on the surface of the insulation was delaminating exten-
sively. The aluminum foil is the .~uter surface covering of Alpha
Maritex Style (¹2025/9480 HT) fiberglass cloth used as a covering for
Temp-Mat insulation. This product is supplied by Alpha Associates
Inc.

The delaminated foil has the potential to block ECCS pump suction
strainers resulting in damage and/or loss of ECCS pumps during a LOCA.
The licensee is presently continuing its evaluation of the insulation
fai lure. Ouring an outage on March 16 — 22, the licensee inspected
the Unit 1 drywell for presence of this aluminum covering and deter-
mined that none existed, therefore, limiting the concern to Unit 2.
The inspectors discussed the problem with the licensee and will
review their evaluation following its completion.





2.5 Recirculation Pum Seal Failure Unit 1

2.6

On March 16, Unit 1 was shutdown to replace a failed seal package on
'the 'A'ecirculation pump. Indication of seal failure was first
noticed on March 10, 1988 while returning the unit to power opera-
tions. Pressure drop across the number 1 seal of the seal package
indicated improper seating of this seal. Total primary system
pressure drop was across the number 2 seal. This seal package is
designed for continued operation if necessary with one of the two
seals completely failed. Attempts to reseat the seal by stopping and
starting the pump were unsuccessful. Because the number 2. seal was
functioning properly, the licensee decided to continue to operate at

.power unti l replacement parts and equipment were in place to change-
out the seal package. Duration of the outage was six days in which
the seal package was .replaced and several other maintenance items
accomplished. The'nit returned to power operation on March 23 and
full power was achieved on March 26. The inspector reviewed the
licensee's actions in response to this problem and discussed the
matter with individuals from the plant staff. The licensee's actions
were considered acceptable.

Contaminated Individuals Unit 2Q

On March 11, 1988, while readjusting underwater lighting in the Unit
2 reactor cavity area, two individuals received facial contaminations
of 7,000 to 10,000 DPM. Inadequate communication between mechanical
maintenance and operations led to the two individuals not being made
aware of the startup of the spent fuel pool cooling system by opera-
tions and as a result an airborne contamination released by the sys-
tem startup was inhaled by the workers. During the incident, general
area radiation levels increased from 1.5 mr/hr to 15 mr/hr. Initial
whole body counts indicated internal uptakes which amounted to 5

percent of the maximum 'permissible concentration. No regulatory
limits were exceeded. Both, individuals were decontaminated
immediately. Subsequent whole body count's taken within two days
indicated that isotopes received had been reduced to a non-detectable
amount.

The inspector reviewed the contamination report and discussed the
event with the Health Physics staff. The licensee stated that they
are going to require operations to notify Health Physics whenever an
evolution is to take place where the potential .exists to cause
increased airborne and/or radiation levels in the reactor cavity and
refueling area. The licensee is also considering the use of addi-
tional continuous air monitors during this type of evolution. The
inspector considered the licensee's actions acceptable and had no
further questions on thi s subject.



2.7 ESF Actuati on Uni t Q2

At 9:30 p.m. on March 23, electricians working on a modification to
the MSIV isolation logic removed the wrong relay resulting 'in an
isolation signal on the '8'ogic. As a result of the 'A'ogic
already being in a tripped condition to support the modification
work, a full isolation signal for the MSIVs was generated. Since the
MSIVs were out of service and gagged shut, no valve movement
occurred. The relay was immediately replaced and the isolation
signal reset.

The inspector" reviewed the significant operating occurrence report
(SOOR) concerning the subject isolation and discussed the details
with plant staff. As a result, the inspector determined that this
event was due to inadequate work instructions which identified the
wrong relay to be removed from the isolation logic. This event,
indicated a weakness similar to two other events discussed in this
report which were caused by inadequate procedures and instructions.

2.8 Stuck Control Rod Unit 2

On March 23, while performing a CRD timing test for a newly installed
CRD mechanism, the control rod stuck in an almost fully inserted
position with its double blade guide lifted four to six feet above

~ the top of the core. The cause of the problem appeared to be due to
improper seating of the double blade guide. The double blade guide
had been previously removed to facilitate inservice inspections ( ISI)
and had been replaced without first partially inserting the control
rod which woiTld have assured proper seating of the blade guide.
Thus, when the double blade guide was reinstalled, it was apparently
positioned in the wrong lower support. When the control rod was
later reinserted during the timing test, it jammed against the blade
guide inside the fuel channel. The double blade guide was subse-
quently removed with the fuel grapple and the control rod partially
withdrawn. The blade guide was then repositioned and the control rod
fully inserted and visually inspected for damage. Rub marks were
noted on the control rod and the licensee performed an evaluation to
determine if replacement was necessary. Per the evaluation and
following discussions with the vendor (General Electric), a final
decision will be made concerning replacement following friction test-
ing. The inspector evaluated the licensee's actions in response to
this event and resolution and considered that they exercised proper
control.

The inspector concluded that miscommunications between two groups had
caused this event. Review of the applicable procedure for installing
the blade guide appeared to be adequate to ensure proper seating.
Review of other work being performed by the ISI group indicated that
adequate communications between the two organizations normally
existed and this instance appeared to be an isolated case.



2.9 RPS Tri Si nals Unit 2

At 3: 18 p.m. on March 22, a full RPS actuation occurred during cali-
bration of a reactor vessel low water level instrument. A jumper had
been installed around the switch contacts to allow opening of states
links during the instrument calibration. Following completion of the
instrument calibration, the jumper was removed before the states
links were closed causing a Division 1 RPS trip. Division 2 had
already been tripped due to 24VDC battery testing, thus a full RPS

trip signal occurred. Following identification of the cause of the
scram, the licensee reset the scram logic and continued outage work.
The inspector determined that the root cause of this event was per-
sonnel error and that this event in conjunction with two other events
discussed in the report are symptomatic of a weakness in attention to
detail as discussed Appendix A, Notice of Violation (388/88-06-01):

At 7:50 p.m. on March 22, a second full RPS actuation occurred when
an incorrect fuse was pulled in relay panel 2C609. The pulled fuse
caused a low reactor water level trip signal which resulted in a
Division 1 RPS trip. The Division 2 trip was still in due to con-
tinued 24VDC battery testing, thus a full RPS trip signal occurred
Following identification of the cause of the scram, the licensee
replaced the fuse and reset the scram logic. The inspector considers
the root cause to be due to inadequate procedures and instructions
and is referenced in Appendix A, Notice of Violation (388/88-06-02):

2.10 Inade uate Control of a Radiolo ical Controlled Area RCA Door

On March 31, the inspector -found a personnel door open in the south-
west corner of the Unit 2 turbine building on the 676 foot elevation.
This door is a normally closed emergency exit door which had been
propped full open by a cinder block to allow passage of a 3-inch
diameter hose to the Unit 1 cooling tower basin. With the door in
this position, an individual approaching the doorway could not
readily discern the sign on the door and might exit the RCA without
performing the required frisking for contamination. No frisking
station or portal monitor was present. In addition, an individual
outside the RCA could have entered the area without reali,zing that he
was in a radiological controlled area. With the door open, the post-
ing which stated that this was a radiological controlled area was not
visible. This is an instance of inadequate provision to control
access/egress of an RCA. Failure to properly post the entrance per
station procedure, HP-TP-310, "Access Control and Posting" is con-
sidered a violation (388/88-06-03).

The inspectors immediately notified a health physics technician and
discussed the matter with plant supervision. The licensee took quick
corrective action to hang a sign across the doorway barring access or
egress. They subsequently moved the hose to the large railroad bay
door which is positioned so that an individual cannot pass through,
and closed the personnel door.





2.11 Inadvertent Closure of 'Containment Vent and Pur e Valves Unit 1

On March 6, 1988, the drywell and suppression chamber were being
'vented through containment atmosphere control exhaust valves HV-15713
and 14 and HY-15703 and 04. SI-079-217, !Monthly Functional Test of
Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS) Exhaust Vent Radiation Monitors,
RE-012-N-17A and B", was performed satisfactorily, meeting all
acceptance criteria. Upon completion of the test, a Plant Control
Operator (PCO) noticed that HV-15713, 22, and 25 had closed. Review
of the procedure determined that performance of the .test on the

'A'etectorcould cause the HV-15703, 13, 22, and 25 valves to close,
but that installation of a jumper according to Step 6. 1.2 in the pro-
cedure should prevent it. Additionally, it was noted that the
HV-15703 valve did not close. It should be noted that thi.s problem
was not previously identified because the surveillance is normally
performed with all associated containment atmosphere control valves
closed. The licensee generated a work authorization to .investigate
the cause of the HV-15703 valve failure to close, reopened the
valves, .and performed an assessment of the problem. The inspector
reviewed associated plant drawings, the significant operating
occurrence report (SOOR) generated on the subject and SI-079-217.
The inspector determined . that the licensee initiated appropriate
corrective action in a timely manner and'ound this response to the
problem acceptable.

2.12 Radiation Monitor In ot Errors to SPDS

During a tour of the TSC, the inspector observed a problem with the
safety parameter display system (SPDS). Specifically, the SPDS, which
was supposed to be displaying actual plant values, was displaying a

noble gas release rate above the Hi-Hi alarm s'etpoint. The inspector
was told that there has been, for some 'time, a problem with the inputs
from installed monitors to the SPDS. The inspector stated that cor-
rection of this deficiency was important since in an actual event
involving radioactive releases, many personnel in the TSC and EOF
would attempt to determine release rates and trends from the SPDS.
The system that supplies release rate data to SPDS, SPINGS, does not
incorporate a visual display of release rates or trends.

The inspector reviewed data from the SPINGS console in the control
room and verified that actual release rates were normal and the SPDS
indication was, in fact, in error. The inspector discussed this with
the licensee. The licensee acknowledged the inspector's concern and
stated that the problem would be reviewed.



3.0 Surveillance and Maintenance Activities

On a sampling basis, the inspector selected'several surveillance and main-
tenance activities to ensure that specific programmatic elements described
below were being met. Oetai ls of this review are documented in the fol-
lowing sections.

3.1 Surveillance Observations

The inspector observed the performance of surveillance tests to
determine that:. the surveillance test procedure conformed to Tech-
nical Specification requirements; administrative approvals and tag-
outs were obtained before initiating the test; testing was accom-
plished by qualified personnel in accordance with an approved sur-
veillancee

procedure; test instrumentation was calibrated; limiting
conditions for operations were met; test data was accurate and com-
plete; removal and restoration of the affected components was
properly accomplished; test results met Technical Specification and
procedural requirements; deficiencies noted were reviewed and appro-
priately resolved; and the surveillance was completed at the required
frequency.

These observations included:

TP-235-006, Fuel Pool Cooling System Piping Flush, performed og
March 23, 1988.

OP-293-002, Main Turbine Testing, performed on March 5, 1988.

3.2 Maintenance Observation

The inspector observed portions of selected maintenance activities
to determine that the work was conducted in accordance with approved
procedures, regulatory guides, Technical Specifications, and industry
codes or standards. The following items were considered during this
review: Limiting Conditions for Operation wer e met while components
or systems were removed from service; required administrative
approvals were obtained prior to initiating the work; activities were
accomplished using approved procedures and gC hold points were estab-
lished where required; functional testing was performed prior to
declaring the particular component(s) operable; activities were
accomplished by qualified personnel; radiological controls were
implemented; fire protection controls were implemented; and the
equipment was verified to be properly returned to service.

These observations included:

Repairs to the Unit 2 cooling tower supports performed on
March 31, 1988.





10'emoval

and replacement of control rod drives performed . on
March 16, 1988.

'o

unacceptable conditions were identified.

4.0 Licensee Re orts

4. 1 In-Office Review of Licensee Event Re orts

The inspector reviewed LERs submitted to the NRC:RI office to verify
that details of the event were clearly reported, including the accur-
acy of description of the cause and adequacy of corrective action.
The inspector determined whether further information was required
from the licensee, whether generic implications were involved, and
whether the event warranted onsite followup. The following LERs were
reviewed:

Unit 1

87-003-01 Diesel Generator Trip Alarm Investigation Necessitated
Declaring 0'ne Diesel Generator Inoperable When a Second
Diesel Generator Was Already Inoperable

87-031,01 Unanticipated ESF Actuation Due to Installation of Jumper
in Wrong Panel

88-001-00 Entry Into L.C.O. 3.0.3 - CREOASS Boundary Door Repair

88-002-00 HPCI Steam Supply Valve Isolation

88-003-00 Mis-scheduling of Surveillance Procedure Results in Opera-
tions Prohibited by Technical Specifications

88-004-00 Reactor Building Ventilation Boundary Door Blocked Open

Unit 2

87-012-01 Auxiliary Boiler Arc-Over Causes Primary Containment Isola-
tion Valve Closure

88-001-00 HPCI Declared Inoperable Due to High Moisture in Lube Oil
Sample

The above LERs were found acceptable.
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4.2 Review of Periodic and S ecial Re orts

Upon receipt, periodic and special reports submitted by the licensee
'were reviewed'y the inspector. The reports were reviewed to deter-
mine that they included the required information; that test results
and/or supporting information were consistent with design predictions
and performance specifications; that planned corrective action was
adequate for resolution of identified, problems; and whether any
information in the report should be classified as an abnormal
occurrence.

The following report was reviewed:

Monthly Operating Report - February, 1988, dated March 11, 1988.

The above report was found acceptable.

5.0 Scram Dischar e Volume SDV Ca abilit NRC SINS Issue Number 41

As the result of a failure to insert approximately 40 percent of the con-
trol rods during a routine shut down of the Browns Ferry Unit' reactor on
June 28, 1980, investigations were conducted of other BWRs which revealed
a number of deficiencies with the SDV headers. The corrective measures to
this problem were divided into short-term and long-term programs. Short-
term actions were implemented by IE Bulletin 80-14 and 80-17 and their
supplements. The objective of the long-term program was the improvement
of the SDV design. The generic Safety Evaluation Report (SER) dated
December 1, 1980, endorsed the cri teria and technical bases that were
developed by a BWR owners subgroup for use in implementing permanent sys-
tem modifications to correct identified deficiencies. NRC Temporary
Instruction (TI) 2515/90 establishes actions to be taken by the NRC

to confirm licensee compliance with applicable criteria. The inspector
reviewed each of the following criteria addressed in TI 2515/90, and
arrived at the following findings:

Criterion 1

The scram discharge headers shall be sized in accordance with GE
OER-54 and shall be hydraulically coupled to the instrumented
volume(s) in a manner to permit operability of the scram level
instrumentation before loss of system function.

Findings

In a letter to the NRC Region I, dated May 20, 1981, the licensee
confirmed that the SDVs have in excess of 3.34 gallons capacity for
each of the 185 CRDs above the scram level switch setpoint. The SDVs
and scram discharge instrument volumes (SDIVs) are directly coupled
through an eight inch diameter elbow. The inspector verified the
hydraulic coupling size by review of plant drawings M-147 and M-2147
and by visual inspection.
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Criterion 2

Level instrumentation shall be provided for automatic scram initia-
'tion while sufficient volume exists in the SDV.

~Findin s

Per the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station FSAR, four non-indicating
level switches (one for each channel) 'and four level indicating
switch (trip unit) transmitter combinations (one transmitter trip
unit combination for each channel) provide scram discharge volume
(SDV) high water level inputs to the four RPS channels. An automatic
scram is initiated at a predetermined water level when sufficient SDV

capacity still,remains to accommodate a scram.

Per the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station Technical Specifications
Table 3.3. 1-1, a minimum of two level transmitter channels and two
float switch channels per trip system in Operational Conditions I,
2, and 5 are requ'ired to be operable. Plant drawings show the
existence of the required RPS inputs from SDIV high level. The
inspector performed a visual inspection to verify the above.

Criterion 3

Instrumentation taps shall be provided on the vertical instrument
volume and not on the connected piping.

~Findin s

Per plant drawings and visual inspection, instrument taps are only
located on the instrument volumes.

Criterion 4

The scram instrumentation shall be capable of detecting water accum-
ulation in the instrument volumes assuming a single active fai lure in
the instrumentation system or the plugging of an instrument line.

~Findin

Per the findings in Criterion 2, from the FSAR, the arrangement di's-
cussed provides sensor diversity, as well as redundancy to assure
that no single event could prevent a scram caused by SDIV high water
level. Additionally, two level switches at each of two lower levels
are set on the instrument volume to monitor for abnormal water
levels.
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Criterion 5

Vent and drain functions shall not be adversely affected by other
system interfaces. The objective of this requirement is to preclude
water backup in the scram instrument volume which could cause a

spurious scram.

~Findin s

The FSAR and plant drawings show that the SOV vent and drain lines
are dedicated lines. A vacuum breaker installed on the high point
of the vent line will open on a differential pressure of no greater
than five inches of water. In addition, there is sufficient drain
line height (approximately 87 feet) to allow drainage of any accumu-
lated water in the lines.

Criterion 6

The power operated vent and drain valves shall close under loss of
air and/or electric power. Valve position indication shall be pro-
vided in the control room.

~Findin s

Per the FSAR and plant drawings, the vent and drain valves will close
under loss of air. Valve position is provided in the main control
room.

Criterion 7

Instrumentation shall be provided to aid the operator in the detec-
tion of water accumulation in the instrument volumes before scram
initiation.

~Findin s

Per the FSAR, the two level switches at the lowest level activate to
indicate that the volume is not completely empty or that it is start-
ing to fill. These provide a "Discharge Volume Not Drained" alarm in
the control room. The two level switches at the second level produce
a rod withdrawal block which is alarmed in the control room to pre-
vent further withdrawal of any control rod when leakage accumulates
to half the capacity of the instrument volume. A scram is initiated
at the third level by eight instruments interconnected with the trip
channels of the RPS.
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Criterion 8

Vent and drain line valves shall be provided to contain the scram
'discharge water with a single active failure and to minimize opera-
tional exposure.

~Findin s

Per the FSAR, plant drawings and visual inspection, the licensee has
installed redundant series air operated valves for the vent and drain
lines which also receive closure signals on a scram.

Criterion 9

Vent and drain valves shall be periodically tested.

~Findin s

s

The Susquehanna Steam Electric Station Unit 1 and Unit 2 Technical
Specifications 'equire monthly, quarterly, and 18-month testing of
the SDV vent and drain valves. These are accomplished per SO-155-005
and S0-255-005, "Monthly SDV Vent and Drain Valves Position Check",
SO-155-002 and SO-255-002, "Quarterly Scram Discharge Volume Vent and
Drain Valves Surveillance", and SO-155-003 and S0-255-003, "Eighteen
( 18) Month SDV Vent .and Drain Valves Operability Check". Criteria
for the quarterly and eighteen month survei llances includes a thirty
second closure time.

Criterion 10

Level detection instrumentation and verifying level detection instru-
mentation shall be periodically tested in place.

~Findin s

The Susquehanna Steam Electric Station Unit 1 and Unit 2 Technical
Specifications require monthly and quarterly channel functional tests
for SDV high water level instrumentation. These are accomplished by
SI-156-203 and SI-256-203 which provide instructions for performing
the monthly channel functional tests of the SDV high water level
channels LSH-C12-N013E and N013G.

SI-158-202 provides instructions for performing the monthly func-
tional test of SDV high water level channels LSH-C12-N013A, B, C, and
D.'I-258-202 provides instructions for performing the quarter ly
functional test of the SDV high water level channels LSH-C12-N013A,
B, C and D. SI-158-204 and SI-258-204 provide instructions for per-
forming the monthly functional test of SDV high water level channels
LIS-C12-1N601A, B, C, and D.
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Criterion ll
The operability of the entire system as an integrated whole shall be
demonstrated periodically and during each operating cycle by demon-
strating scram instrument response and valve function at pressure and
temperature at approximately fifty percent rod density, and observing
opening when the scram signal is reset.

~Findin s

SO-155-003 and S0-255-003, "Eighteen (18) Month SDV Vent and Drain
Valves Operability Check", demonstrates operability of the system by
observing closure of the SDV vent and drain valves within thirty
seco'nds after receipt of a scram signal at fifty percent rod density,
and observing opening when the scram signal is reset.

Conclusion

The inspector reviewed the above procedures, applicable plant drawings,
technical specifications, and completed walkdowns of the SDVs on March 9

and concluded that the licensee's actions with regard to the above cri-
teria are acceptable. In addition, two inspections previously performed
on Susquehanna Unit 2, 84-07 and 83-19, verified the acceptability of the
physical installation and procedural actions in response to IE Bulletin
80-17. This NRC Safety Issue Management System (SIMS) item is considered
completed.

6. 0 Fi tne s s for Dut RI TI 88-01

Region I Temporary Instruction 88-01 (RI TI 88-01) was issued on
January 21, 1988, in order to collect additional data for review of the
experience associated with drug testing as part of the licensee's fitness
for duty program and to provide information on reporting'' drug related
events in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 73.71.

The inspector reviewed Supervisor Personnel Manual Sections 203 and 203. 1

on alcohol and drug abuse, and NDI-10.5. 1 "PP&L Policy and Procedure on
Fitness For Nuclear Power Plant Duties". The inspector also discussed the
matter with licensee representatives including their reporting practices
to ensure compliance with 10 CFR 23.71. The licensee stated that in the
case of the actual or attempted introduction of contraband into a pro-
tected area, material access area, vital area or transport, they would
report within one hour to the NRC Operations Center. AD-QA-425, "STATION
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS", list,s immediate and thirty day reportabi lity
requirements for Safeguards Events under 10 CFR 73.71 Appendix G. The
inspector determined that the licensee has appropriate measures available
to ensure that the reporting requirements of 10 CFR 73.71 Appendix G are
met. The inspector examined records and data relating to the experience
associated with the licensee's fitness for duty program. Information was
provided to the region as requested in RI TI 88-01. The inspector had no
further questions on this subject.
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Pool Cool in System Fi 1 ter/Deminera1 i zer Backf lush

7.1 Back round Event

At 9:25 p.m. on March 23, while shutting down the Unit 2 fuel pool
cooling system, the licensee inadvertently backflushed the common and
Unit 2 filter/demineralizers. As a result, some resin fines and crud
were flushed into the letdown line directing water to the Condensate
Storage Tank (CST).

The licensee's staff took action to limit personnel exposure upon
identification of the event. At approximately 9:45 p.m, on March 23,
health physics technicians .noted a significant increase in area dose
rates at the reactor building 683 ft. elevation control point. Sub-
sequent surveying by technicians at all elevations quickly identified
the source of increased radiation levels to be the fuel pool cooling
system letdown line to the CST. General area levels increased to
between 20 mr/hr and 130 mr/hr; hlumerous hotspots, with contact dose
rates ranging from several R/hr up to 70 R/hr, were identified along
piping runs generally located in the northwest corner of the reactor
building. Oue to a long overhead horizontal section of the letdown
line located on, the 645 ft. elevation, dose rates to the overhead
area increased to approximately 1 R/hr. Levels at the CST inlet were
200 mr/hr on contact and 50 mr/hr at 18 inches. No spreading of con-
tamination or generation of airborne activity was identified w'ith the
event. Oue to effective licensee control of affected areas and
evacuation of personnel, no inadvertent, unplanned radiation exposure
was received by personnel in the areas.

Also at approximately 9:45 p.m. on March 23, the control room
received alarms on one area radiation monitor (Channel 5-TIP Drive
Area) and on one process monitor (Fuel Pool Cooling Service Water
Discharge). Licensee personnel responded to both alarms in accord-
ance with applicable procedure .requirements. The area radiation
monitor had alarmed due to resin passing in close proximity to the
detector. The process monitor alarmed due to increasing background
radiation levels resulting from the event. Sampling performed by the
licensee identified no effluent releases occurred in association with
the event.

Personnel access to affected areas of the reactor building was immed-
iately. controlled by evacuating any personnel in the area and posting
signs, barrier ropes and flashing lights around high radiation areas.
Health physics technicians were stationed adjacent to affected areas
in low dose rate areas to secure access. Work was allowed to con-
tinue in unaffected areas in the reactor building (drywell, refuel
floor) until approximately 12:30 p.m. on March 24, at which time
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overall access to the reactor building was restricted. The licensee
subsequently activated and controlled access to the reactor building
from the technical support center (TSC). Each entry team contained

'at least one health physics technician and stayed in radio contact
with the TSC.

The licensee initially 'estimated on March 23 that approximately 260
Curies of activity were present on the inservice demineralizer (the
common demineralizer) and backwashed to the fuel pool cooling system
letdown line. Approximately l.0 percent of this activity was esti-
mated as having traveled to the CST ~

Licensee safety evaluations and procedures to support the flushing
activities were developed based on assuming all the activity would
travel to the CST. On March 29, licensee re-review of the sequence
of events indicated that two demineralizers (both Unit 2 and common)
may have released their resin inventory to the letdown line leading
to the CST. As a result, licensee revised estimates indicated
approximately 625 Curies may have been released to the CST. The
licensee re-evaluated the radiological consequences of flushing this
activity to the CST and concluded that it could be flushed in a safe
and controlled manner with no onsite or offsite radiological conse-
quences.

At 11:47 p.m. on March 29, the licensee commenced implementation of
a flush program in an effort to return crud and resin to the Unit 2

fuel pool cooling system filter/demineralizer and, the condensate
storage tank. The initial attempt to flush was terminated when the
fuel pool cooling pumps being used tripped on low suction pressure.
A valve lineup verification discovered that the outlet valve from the
fuel pool skimmer surge tank to the pumps was closed preventing make-
up to the pumps. At 4:40 a.m. on March 30, following opening of the
skimmer surge tank outlet valve, the first flush was successfully
performed. Monitoring of the fuel pool cooling and letdown line
sections flushed noted significant decreases in radiation levels.
Radiation surveys identified that the flush operation substantially
reduced radiation levels at previously identified "hot spots". Some

of the activity was moved into system "dead legs" and low points dur-
ing the flush, causing increases in radiation levels in these new
areas. Radiation levels on the CST and its inlet piping substan-
tially increased, reflecting the successful transfer of resin to its
designated collection point. No external exposure concerns were
encountered during the initial flushing activities.

Three additional flushes of different portions of piping were
completed as part of the program. Access to involved areas was
effectively controlled. The licensee maintained control of the
affected systems while additional flushing and recovery activities
were being developed.
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Following completion of all flushing, the resin and crud from the
condensate storage tank will be processed through a temporary filter/
demineralizer.

7.2 NRC Review

Because of the significance of this event, the NRC reviewed the
backflushing of the spent fuel pool resin fr'om an operational and
radiological perspective. A review of the temporary procedures that
the licensee generated to handle the evolution and safety evaluations
associated with the temporary procedures was conducted by region-
based Health Physics inspectors and the resident inspectors assigned
to the site. From an'perational and radiological perspective, the
review was to ensure that the licensee was controlling the evolution
in a safe and efficient manner. . The review was to determine if any
adverse safety effects resulted from the backflushing and if proper
engineering techniques were being used to wash the resin and crud
back to the filter/demineralizers and CST.

7.2. 1 Radiolo ical Controls

Radiological consequences of the inadvertent resin backwash
were reviewed to determine the effectiveness of the licen-
see's radiological controls for the event by the following
methods:

Discussion with cognizant personnel.

Review of licensee surveys of affected areas in the
Unit 2 reactor building (RB) and of the condensate
storage tank (CST).

Review of selected logbooks and radiation work permits
(RWPs).

Tour of and independent survey of affected radiolog-
ical areas.

Review of selected personnel access and exposure
records for personnel entering the RB on Narc) 23 and
24, 1988.

Review of flush activities.

In the aggregate, the licensee's radiological performance
relative to the event was prompt, effective and well coor-
dinated. The following areas for improvement were noted
and discussed with licensee representatives as they were
identified. The licensee initiated appropriate actions to
address these areas.
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The inspector noted the CST was initially posted only
as a "Radiation Area", despite the continuing poten-
tial for a change in dose rates.

The licensee subsequently posted the area as, requiring
health physics escort for entry and installed a port-
able, alarming radiation monitor to provide indication
for any increases in dose

rates'utage

work in the drywell was resumed on March 25.
The inspector noted, however, that RWPs for the work
in the drywell did not include the additional controls
over worker access that were being utilized.

The licensee subsequently issued a memorandum, detail-
ing access controls to be utilized, which was included
as an attachment to the RWPs and included in the pre-
work briefing.

Periodic . ar ea radiation surveys were being performed
by the licensee at the newly posted bar riers to ensure
dose rates were not significantly changing. Surveys
were not being performed, however, at key areas on
system piping, valves, etc., to identify whether con-
nected systems had been contaminated by the resin.

The, licensee took action to survey key piping and
valves to identify boundaries to the spread of resin.

The inspector noted that the technician at the 683 ft.
access control point did not have a clear field of
view of the access to the affected area or the
elevation.

The licensee relocated the access control point.

The inspector noted that the technician at the Unit
1/Unit 2 controlled area access tunnel was found per-
forming improper frisks of personnel items. The tech-
nician also bypassed the installed whole body
friskers.

The licensee counseled the individual.
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The following additional matter was brought to the
licensee's attention:

The ma jority of area radiation moni tors in the reactor
building did not show any increase in radiation levels
in response to the event, due to thei,r location. The
licensee should examine limitations of their monitor-
ing system due to monitor placement to determine if
additional monitors are needed or if monitors should
be moved.

0 erational Controls

Based upon a review of the occurrence, the inspector deter-
mined that the initiating event was a nuclear plant opera-
tor,' (NPO') failure to properly'mplement the operating
procedure while securing the fuel pool cooling system. The
procedure requires. that the operator .remove the deminer-
alizers first, followed by the pumps. The initial lineup
when the operator commenced to secure the system was three
pumps, two demineralizers, and a bypass valve open. His
first action was to secure one of the pumps. Mhen he
secured that pump, it caused the outlet flow control valves
associated with each demineralizer to sense a low flow con-
dition causing the valves to open. The flow control valve
associated with the common demineralizer slammed open into
its back seat and stuck open. Discussion with senior oper-
ations personnel and the NPO determined that the operator
basically had a mindset. He felt he had three pumps and
two demineralizers and the procedure allowed him to drop
down to two pumps and two demineralizers, not realizing ,

that the bypass valve was fully opened, allowing flow
equivalent to a demineralizer. The operator. decided to
secure one of the three pumps, which started, the event.
The inspector considered this failure to follow the pro-
cedure an item of noncompliance as discussed in Appendix A,
Notice of Violation (388/88-06-01).
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In, response to this event, the licensee manned the Techni-
cal Support Center to efficiently coordinate and direct the
response to related technical issues. All work that was to'e performed in the Unit 2 reactor building was controlled
by the Technical Support Center during this period of time.
't'lith the aid of nuclear plant engineering (NPE), onsite
engineering developed a four part flush plan to return the
resin to the demineralizers or flush it into the condensate
storage tank. The flush plan was then turned into a tem-
porary procedure titled, "Fuel Pool Cooling System Piping
Flush", TP-235-006. Because the licensee had not properly
determined a sequence of events during the development of
this procedure, the skimmer surge tank outlet valve was
assumed by the author to be open. In reality, the operator
in the process of trying to secure the system had shut the
skimmer surge tank outlet valve. Because the procedure did
not address the position of the skimmer surge valve, when
attempts were made to start the fuel pool cooling pumps for
the system flush, the pumps tripped on low suction pressure.
This point was immediately noted when the licensee per-
formed a complete valve lineup check of the system. The
inspector concluded that failure to adequately address all
valves was another example where the licensee failed to
provide an adequate procedure to personnel performing
certain evolutions. This incomplete characterization of
the sequence of events is considered to be a weakness in
the licensee's investigation of ~ the scenario for this
event. This also led to the - licensee not realizing, unti 1

most of the engineering work-had been done, that the Unit 2
demineralizer also may have been backwashed into the
letdown pipe (388/88-06-02).

As part of the review, the inspectors witnessed seleci;ed
portions of the licensee's flushing program. Because the
licensee had manned the Technical Support Center, it was
noted that very good control of the evolutions was being
maintained. Mith the exception of the procedure inadequa-
cies, the licensee's handling and controlling of the evolu-
tion was commendable. The Technical Support Center was in
charge of the evolution and knew the status of the plant.
However, a weakness in communications between the control
room and the Technical Support Center was noted. Although
individuals in the Technical Support Center were aware that
a press release had been issued regarding this event, this
information was not conveyed to the on-shift personnel.
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Consequently, the licensee did not make the four hour
notification as required by their procedures. Failure to
notify the NRC within four hours of off-site notifications
of an event related to radiological health and safety is
also considered a failure to follow procedures. This is
identified in Appendix A, Notice of Violation (388/88-06-
01)

.'hroughout the evolution, the inspectors interfaced with
senior personnel manning the Technical Support Center.
Also on a periodic basis, the licensee on their own
initiative briefed the NRC at significant milestones. At
each briefing, the inspectors determined that personnel in
charge were knowledgeable and cognizant of plant status.

Conclusion

Licensee's handling of this event from a radiological per-
spective was consistently good. However, from an opera-
tional perspective, several weaknesses were noted. First,
the licensee did not thoroughly characterize the event,
which led to some inadequacies in recovery procedures. In
addition, the review by the inspectors determined that a
weakness in the engineering design for this system existed.
Specifically, the limited use of check valves and the
reliance on butterfly valves as isolation valves made the
fuel pool cooling system susceptible to this type effluent.
Discussion with licensee personnel acknowledged that they
were aware that weaknesses in the system existed and evalu-
ations to upg'rade the engineering design were in progress.
The inspector also noted that in the interim, the licensee
could compensate for this weakness in the system design by
use of better and more definitive procedures. The licensee
also concurred with the inspector's characterizations and
stated that this area was undergoing evaluation and both
the engineering design and procedures would be analyzed for
improvement. Review of the licensee's methodology found
their approach to be acceptable. In general, the licen-

'ee's approach to the resolution of this problem can'e
characterized as methodical and based on good engineering
practices.

,
8.0 Ins ection of 10 CFR 50 A endix R Fire Protection U rade Status

The NRC conducted an inspection on February 11 - 15, 1985 of Susquenanna
Units 1 & 2 to verify compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix R. This inspection and a subsequent NRR audit conducted during
Narch 18 - 21, 1985 determined that the licensee was not in compliance
with the Appendix R requirements. It was also determined that the licen-
see's Fire Protection Review Report was inadequate. The report needed to
be revised to reflect conformance with the Appendix R requirements.
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In the current inspection period, an inspection was conducted to review
the licensee's progress towards achieving full compliance with Appendix R

Requirements. The inspector reviewed the Appendix R related correspond-
ence and determined that the licensee was late in implementing.NRC commit-
ments. The licensee in a letter dated Apri 1 9, 1985, committed .to com-
plete reanalysis of the control room by June 24, 1985. Also, during an
Enforcement Conference held on October 1, 1985, the licensee stated that a

revised Fire Protection Review Report ( FPRR) would be completed by
November 15, 1985. The licensee did not meet these dates.

The licensee informed the NRC in a letter dated December 18, 1985; that
they in'itiated the development of a new Appendix R analysis scheduled

to'e

completed in the period late 1986 — early 1987. The licensee notified
the NRC in a letter dated December ll, 1986, that the analysis was not
complete.

The inspector discussed the magnitude of the ongoing modification asso-
ciated with Appendix R upgrades. The licensee indicated that approxi-
mately 1,000 raceways would be provided additional protection, as a result
of the reanalysis. The licensee stated that completion of this work for
both units will extend beyond the Unit 2 '989 outage. Some of this work
might extend into 1991. The licensee informed the inspector that compen-
satory'easures put in effect in 1985, at the time the Appendix R noncom-
pliances were identified, will remain in effect until the work associated
with the reanalysis is complete. The compensatory measures consist of a

roving fire watch for each of the Susquehanna units. The roving fire
watch inspects each unit once per hour. The inspector questioned the
adequacy of these compensatory measures considering the amount of work to
be completed.

The licensee informed the NRC that the Appendix R reanalysis will be com-
pleted during the second quarter of 1988. As a result of the reanalysis,
the licensee issued approximately one hundred nonconformance reports
(NCR's). The licensee explained that the NCR's were issued when the
reanalysis identified areas where the existing plant configuration might
require a modification to support the new shutdown methodology. The
licensee could not say, at the time of the inspection, if these NCR's
represented areas of noncompliance based on the old shutdown methodology
and whether, on that basis, they represented reportable events. In order
to further discuss these matters with the licensee, a management meeting
was scheduled for March 31, 1988, at the NRC Region I Office as described
in Section 9.0.
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9.0 A endix R Com liance Status Mana ement Meetin

A management meeting was held with the licensee on March 31, 1988, in
Region I to discuss the licensee's Appendix R project. The meeting slides
and a list of attendees are attached.

The licensee agreed that they had been several months late in meeting
several of their commitments to achieve Appendix R compliance. They indi-
cated that this was'a result of their underestimating the magnitude of the
required effort to fulfill the earlier commitments.

They .stated that in accordance with commitments made to the NRC at the
April 1985 NRR meeting, they have completed all required modifications to
bring Unit 1 in compliance with Appendix R. Furthermore, Unit 2 will be
in compliance before restart from the current refueling outage. This
compliance, for both units, is. based on the old Appendix R analysis dis-
cussed with the NRC in 1985. The old analysis specified certain barriers
to protect specified systems to achieve safe shutdown in the event of a
fire. In addition, the analysis relied heavily on dividing the plant into
fire zones as opposed to fire areas. In December 1985, the licensee
determined, that in addition to achieving compliance based on the old
method of analysis, they would pursue in parallel a complete reanalysis of
both Susquehanna units'his was done because in some areas it was dif-
ficult to establish the original fire/s'afe shutdown design basis for the
facilities. In addition, because of the complexity of compliance based on
the old fire zone concept, it would be difficult to maintain compliance
through the life of the plants. The new method is simpler, relying in
some cases on different systems and the protection of these systems by
different barriers and suppression and detection systems. The licensee
indicated that this program to upgrade the units with a reanalysis program
and the associated modifications was a major effort. They stated that
this effort did not detract from their efforts to achieve current full
compliance based on the old method of analysis.

The licensee indicated that NRR was aware of their reanalysis program.
However, they had not previously discussed this effort with the NRC Region
I Office.

The licensee indicated that the reanalysis is essentially complete. The
reanalysis report is on schedule for release by the end of June 1988.
Numerous NCR's were conservatively issued based on the reanalysis for
protection of the systems specified in the new analysis. This was done
where deficiencies could not be readily resolved. They indicated that
most of the resulting facility changes to complete this effort will be
done by the end of 1989. However, some items might take longer.
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In response to questions regarding the impact of the NCRs related to the
new analysis on indicating deficiencies in the units relative to the old
analysis, the licensee indicated they were not aware of any reportable
conditions. However, the analysis methods were substantially different.
They have not looked at the ramifications of the NCRs on compliance based
on the old analysis. The licensee agreed to conduct such an analysis
within two weeks following the meeting. Within the same time period, they
will investigate the adequacy of the current fire watches. They agreed to
contact the NRC to discuss the results of their review.

At the conclusion of the meeting, the licensee agreed to evaluate the
Appendix R concerns discussed in Detail 8.0 above and to notify NRC

Region I of the results. NRC Region I wi 11 review the licensee's program
in a future inspection.

10.0 ~Ei

On April 6, 1988, the inspector discussed the findings of this inspection
with station management. Specifically the inspector summarized the NRC

findings pertaining to the Notices of Violation enclosed with this report.
Based on NRC Region I review of this report and discussions held with
licensee representatives, it was determined that this report does not
contain information subject to 10 CFR 2.790 restrictions.

At, the conclusion, the li'censee acknowledged the NRC findings and did not
disagree with the findings or their characterization. The licensee
stated, however, that their internal'eview of these events was still
ongoing.



ATTACHMENT 1

o IDENTIFICATION OF CONCERNS AND RESPONSE

o INITIATIONOF tHE APPENDIX R PROJECT

o PR06RESS OF THE RE-NALYSIS

o MNK ACCOMPLISHED TO DATE

o NNK TO 60



OVERVIBI

o FEB 85 —NRC REGION I SPECIAL INSPECTION

o MAR 85 —NRR AUDIT

o APR 85 —NRR/PP&L %ETI%

— INSPECTION REPORT ISSUED, (ll IK%)

o MAY 85 — NRC REGION I/PP&L %ETI%

o JUN 85 — ACTION PLANS SUBMITTED

o SEP 85 — RESPONSE INCLUDING 2 MAJOR ISSUES

o XT 85 —ENFORCEMENT

o DEC 85 — RESPONSE INCLUDING REMAINING 2 MAJOR ISSUES

o ADDITIONALSUBMITWLS, GENERALLY IN RESPONSE TO NRR VERBAL QOESTIONS

OCT 85, FEB 86, APR 86, MAY 86, SEP 86, XT 86, DEC 86

o JUL 86 — NRC/PPRL DIETING TO DISCUSS OPEN ISSUES



o DEC 85 - %M SAFE SHUKM ANALYSIS INITIAL

o 1986 —PHASE I DATA COLLECI'ION AN0 INITIALEVALUATION CON'LETED

o FALL 1986 —ANALYSIS BASIS ESTABLISHED AND LONG TERN C05'LIANCE PROCESS.

IN EFFECI

o 1987 —DETAILED ANALYSES CON'LEIED

o Ul CYCLE 3/02 CYCLE 2 — G&lITTED %DS HSFARH) ><> ~"" ~""0'~>~
pt re@~

o 1988 — RESULTING NSS TO BE ENGINEERED

o Ul CYCLE 4/U2 CYCLE 3 — RENINING NES TO BE INSTALLED



SlÃIARY

o AS IM)ICATED BY %E REGIONS AUDIT> WE HAD NO ANALYSIS TAILORED TO

APPENDIX R IN, PLACE.

o WE PROfPIIY ANALYZED THE PLANT USING WHAT WE COULD, OF THE BECHTEL

FIRE ANALYSIS, IDENTIFIED CHANGES REQUIRED, NO RESPONDED TO NRC.

o THESE REVIEMS IDENTIFIED ttGDIFICATIONS THAT WERE REQUIRED.

o ME Et|BARKED ON A THOROUGH RE-ANALYSIS TO ENSURE ADEQUATE DOCll%MATION

AND LONG TERN CO%'LIANCE.



o %E NSIFICATIONS ARE GOING IN AS SCHEDULED; NET ARE CO%'LETE.

o GNPENSATORY ACTIONS ARE STILL IN PLACE.

o THE RE-ANALYSIS IS C05'LEtE; HOWB/ER, SPECIFIC ISSUES ARE BEING RESOLVED

o 'WE CHANGES IN tHE ANALYSIS ARE SUBSTANTIAL.

o WE HAVE IDENTIFIED PHYSICAL CHANGES, PRINCIPALLY DUE TO ANALYSIS CHANGES.

o WE BELIEVE THAT THE RESULTS TO DATE SUPPORT PAL'S CO%IT%M'TO



ORIGIN OF CONCERNS

o NRC REGION I INSPECTION (FEB 85) F(NND NUNKS PROBLENS INDICATING tHAT

WE DID NOT %ET THE NRC's CRITERIA IN REGARD TO APPENDIX R.

o NRC-NRR FIRE PROTECTION PRGGRN XCUKNTATIONAUDIT (NR 85) CONFIRM%)

THE REGION'S FINDINGS AND EXPANDED ON THPl.
'I

o A STUDY BY TENERA FOR PAL AT THE TI% OF THE INSPECTION HUND SB/ERAL

AREAS WHERE OUR ANALYSIS DID NOT %ET CURRENT NRC REQUIRPENTS.





REGION I INSPECTION ISSUES

o INADEQUATE FIRE HAZARDS ANALYSIS-

o LACK OF RHR PUt|m'ROTECTION (BARRIER RATING)

o INC0%'LHE FIRE SUPPRESSION IN EQUIP%NT SHAFT

o CURRENT TRANSFORMER FAILURE (ASSX. CIRCUITS)

o DUCT FAILURE ANALYSIS NISSING (DEVIATION)

o WRONG BATIERY ON PENDENCY LIGHT

o NISS-AI%D PERGENCY LIGHT

o INADEQUATE CC%USTIBLE CONTROLS

o INADEQUAtE FIRE DA%'ER tESTING (M=PA KÃT.) (VIOL.)

o NON-FUNCTIONAL FIRE DOORS (DAtttAGE/LINKS) (VIOL.)





NRR AUDIT !SSUES

o FIRE ZQK BOUNDARIES (NON-RATED CONSHCCt ION)

USE OF THE ZONE CONCEPt WITHOUT RATED BARRIERS.

o LACK OF SPECIFIC DEVIATION REQUESIS

FIRE PROTECTION REVIEM REPORT INCLUDED IK% REQUIRED TO BE

ADDRESSED AS EXCEPTIONS.

I

o ASSOCIATED CIRCUITS OUTSIDE THE CONTROL ROON

'NJORITY'GILE APPROACH NY HAVE OVERLOOKED ASSXIAKD CIRCUITS.

o CONHNL RON ANALYSIS

ASSXIATED CIRCUITS AND SUPPORT SYSTENS.



PPaL RESPONSE

o C05'ENSATORY KASURES (PRINCIPALLY FIRE WATCHES BUT INCLUDI% XtK

PROCEDURAL CHAN6ES) .

o STR0% GRIIPENT TO %ET APPENDIX R. (PLA-2482. JUNE 11. 1985, AND

ENFORCPEM CONFERENCE OCTOBER li 1985) .

o REVIBS AND REANALYSES WITH SUBNITTAI OF SlR%RY REPORlS TO NRC

(PARTICULARLY SEPTENHER 4, 1985 AND DECPBER 18, 1985).

o . SPECIFIC KSIFICATIONS (COPNITTED TO CON'LEt'I% IDENTIFIED NXS BY Ul

'RaIO/022RaIO).



RATIONALE FOR A NEM ANALYSIS

o SE NRC HAD IDENTIFIED CLEAR INSTANCES. OF WHERE WE DID NOT COMPLY WITH

APPENDIX R.

o WE HAD TO EXNINE THE BECHTEL DOCUMENTATION IN f%RE DETAIl AND TO RELY ON

IT FOR OUR RESPONSES TO NRC.

o WE HAD CONSIDERABLE DIFFICULTY IN BEING ABLE TO UNDERSTAND AND INTERPRET

THE EXISTING DOCUNENTATION. THElKFORE WE SPENT CONSIDERABLE RESOURCE

PERFORNING SUPPlBlENTARY ANALYSIS'EVISING PREVIOUS RESPONSES.



RATIONALE

o NRC MADE IT CLEAR DURING AUDIT DISCUSSIONS THAT THEY DID NOT WANT US TO

VIEW RE SCOPE OF OUR WORK SOLELY AS RESPONDING TO KEIR QUESTIONS. NRC

STATED IHAT WE SHOULD EXAMINE ALL AREAS OF OUR PROGRAM ND SATISFY

OURSELVES AS TO ITS ACCEPTABILITY. THE PERFOfNOCE OF THE SAFE SHUmOWN

ANALYSIS AND COPPLEt'ION OF ANY NDIFICATIONS REQUIRED TO SUPPORT THIS

ANALYSIS IS WHAT WAS REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE THIS GOAL.

o IT WAS CLEAR tHAT WE NEEDED A BROADER BASE OF OGWLEDGE ABOUT THE ANALYSIS

WITHIN PAL TO RESPOND TO ISSUES tHAT MIGHT ARISE, TO PROPERLY HANDLE

APPENDIX R CONSIDERATJONS DURING DESIGN CHA%ES, AND TO PROVIDE AN

EFFECTIVE PEANS TO ASSURE LONG tERM CO%'LIANCE,



APPENDIX R PROJECT

o PPaL GÃIITIED INTERNALLY AND ETERNALLY TO THE RE-EVALUATION IN DEC 85.

o PROJECT SCOPING WAS CON'LETED IN NR 86.

o AN INTER-DISCIPLINARY'KOWAS ESTABLISHED THAT INCLUDED FIRE PROTECTION

ENGINEERS; NUCLEAR SY!)%% ENGINEER; CIVIL & ELECTRICAL DESIGNS;

DRAFTING; LICENSING; a PLANT STAFF PERSONNEL.

o THE LEADERSHIP OF %E NNK WAS HANDLED BY PAL STAFF; SPECIFIC TASKS WERE

PERFORtS) BY CONSULTANTS AND AE's.





PHASE I —DATA COLLECI ION

0 DURING THE SPRI% AND SUPKR OF 1986m WE (DPILED NET OF THE DATA NEEDED

IN REGARD TO WHICH RACEMAY AND GKONENTS NERE IN tHE SAFHY RELATED

STRUCTURES BY 20NE AND SYSIEM USING BASIC DESIGN INFORNTION SOURCES AND

WALKDOWNS.

o OUR SYSTENS ENGINEERI% GROUP DEVELOPED 7 ALTERNA'lE PATHS FOR SAFE

SHNDM.

o WE ALSO COLLECIED O'IHER PERTINENT IM=ORNTION SUCH AS BARRIER DETAILS AND

C0%USTIBLE LOADINGS.





PHASE II —DESIGN DECISIONS

o SSES DESIGN WAS BASED UPON A FIRE ZME CONCEPT; APPENDIX R BEUIRED A

N3DIFIED SCHPE BASED ON FIRE AREAS. NRC HAD AGREED TO A CONCEPT THAT

ALLGHED A FIRE TO SPREAD TO ONLY THE IN%)IATELYADJACENT ZONES. WE

DECIDED TO GO BEYOND THAT AND GO AS CLOSE TO THE FIRE AREA CONCEPt AS WE

COULD, .WE THEREFORE CHOSE, FOR N3ST AREAS, TO USE A SINGLE SHUTD$5 PATH

THROUGHOUT AN ENTIRE FIRE AREA. THIS RESULTED IN SEVERAL CHANGES IN TEBNS

OF THE PROTEGH) SHUmMi PATH FOR EACH ZQK.
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DESIGN DECISIONS

o THE FIRE AREA DECISION REQUIRED CHANGES IN THE DEFINITION OF SAFE SHUt-

IXjWN EQUIPMENT, WHERE BECH1IEL HAD USED 5 PATHS AND WE HAD TRACKED 7

PATHS, WE FOCUSED ON 5 PATHS (2 TRAINS PLUS SHUTDM FRN tHE RENTE

SHNDNN PANEL). THIS PROVIDED SIGNIFICANt BE%FIT IN SIPPLICI |Y FOR

tHE OPERATOR AND ASSURANCE OF LONG TERN CO%'LIANCE.

o WE ESTABLISHED OUR BASIS FOR LONG TERN COMPLIANCE BY. REQUIRING THAT QE

DIVISION OF.SAFE|Y EQUIPMENT BE PROTECTED *IN A FIRE AREA DURING FNURE

NDIFICATIONS EVEN IF THE EQUIPMENT WAS NOT REQUIRED FOR SAFE SHUT-

IXWN. THE INTR& WAS TO PROVIDE DESIGN SIN ICITY ND NININIZETHE

POTEMIAL FOR ADDITIONAI ASSXIATED CIRCUIT PROBLPB. WE MILL Al SO

REQUIRE SPECIFIC ANALYSIS OF ALL CHANGES TO ASSOCIATED CIRCUIIS.



HANOLING 'HITS'

tHE ANALYSIS APPROACH ASSED THAT EVERY CABLE, CON'ONENT, A% PANEL WAS

INADEQUATELY PROTECTED UNTIL WE SHOHED 0%ERHISE. IHERf&RE ALL CUTS

WERE DESIGNED TO ERR ON THE SIDE OF OVER-CONSHSATISN.

o 'IHE RESULTS FMN A 'HIT'trtALUATIONWERE tHEREFORE REVIEWED AND CONED

TO IDENTIFY THOSE THAT WERE ACCEPTABLE.

o THE'ITENS REtttAINING WERE IDENTIFIED ON NCR's SUBJEGED TO INDIVIDUAL

EVALUATIONS RESULTING IN NDIFICATIONS, DR's, OR OTHER RESOLUTION.



PHASE I I I —DETAILED ANALYSIS

o DURING 1987, BASED UPON OUR DESIGN ND SmAKGY DECISIONS. AND CONTIWING

TO TRY TO MINIMIZEREQUIRED OPHQTOR ACTIONS At|D CABLE WRAPPING, ME

STARTED OR CONTINUED. THE SPECIFIC ANALYSIS TASKS.

o CERTAIN TOUGH PROBLEM AREAS STRETCHED %E MNK INTO THE 4TH QUARTER OF

1987.

I

o THE SCOPE OF THE EFFORT REMAINED BASICALLY%E SUPE AS ANTICIPATED AT 1ME

PROJECTS START BUT THE ESTIMATED COST HAD APPROXIMATELY DOUBLED DUE TO

THE ADDITIONALANALYSES AND l%DIFICATIONS REQUIRED.



DET AILED TASKS

o REVISE %E SAFE SHUEM lIST AND BAMF ImCU%NTATION

o CO%'LEIE K5%%NT, GSLE, AND RACBtAY DATABASE

o CPPLEIE QA VERIFiCATION OF (PPNER CODE

o CPPLEIE ASSXIATED CIRCUIT REVIEW

o TURBINE BUILDING AND OUTSIDE AREAS ANALYSIS

o FIRE DINER ANALYSIS (EFFECT ON HVAC)

o INSTRUMENT %BING ANALYSIS

o CD%USTIBLE LOADING ANALYSIS AND DOCNENTATION

o GSLE ND COSQKNT 'HIT'ESOLUTION

o FIRE PINTECTION FEATURES DRAWINGS

o ELEGRICAL WRAPPED RACBtAY DRAWINGS

o FIRE PKHECTION REVIEW REPORT RBSITE

o EMERGENCY SWITCHGEAR RON HVAC ANALYSIS

o HVAC OPERABILITY ANALYSIS

o SFD(E CONTROL ANALYSIS



PRODUCTS IN PLACE

o N3DIFICATIONS AS GÃIITlED TO NRC (UNIT 1 AND CNl%N (PFLEfE. UNIT 2

C0%'USING DURING THE CURRENT OUTAGE).

- l'fMHVAC FAN SWITCHES

5 CURRENT TRANSFORM PfmTECTION gc o ie ~~

o ISSUED APPROX. 45 FIRE PROKCTION FEATURES DRAWINGS.

o ISSUED APPROX. 192 ELECTRICAL WRAPPED RACEWAY DRAWINGS.

o ISSUE BASIC DESIGN STANDARDS (DEC 86), AND SPECIFICATIONS (FOR DOORS,

DNPERS AND PROTECTED RACEWAY) TO SERVE AS BASIS FOR LONG THN CON'LIANCE.

o C05'LEtE INSPECTION OF UNIT 1 a 2 REACTOR BUILDING FIRE BARRIERS WItH

UPGRADING OF UNIT 1 COMPLETE AND UNIT 2 NEARLY C05'LEK:

CONDUIT SEAI S — ABOUT 2700 SEALS

PYIKCRETE — ABOUT 1000 FEET

RACBIAY WRAP —ABOUT 750 FEET

o INCLUDES UPGRADING 2 UNIT FIRE ZONE BARRIERS TO NKE IHP1 FIRE AREA

BOUNDARIES.

o TOTAL PROJECT COST TO DATE IS ABOUT 412M OF WHICH $5N IS FOR THE

RE-ANALYSIS.



FIRE PROTECTION RB/IEM REPORT

o DRAFT RENIIE C05'LEIED DEC 87.

o REVIEW INDICATED THAT ANO'tHER REVISION WAS REQUIRED TO ADEQUNELY ADDRESS

BTP APPENDIX A REQUIRE%fGS 8 OTHER CONCHOS (LARGELY A FORNT AND

PRESENTATION ISSUE) .

o RMITE CON'LETE IN NR 88.

o REPORT TO BE SUBNITTED JUN 88 AFTER INCORPORATION OF THE RESULTS OF

CURRENT OPEN ISSUES.
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NORK TO GO

o PROVIDE BREAKER COORDINATION FOR 4 NON-Q CABLES THAT COULD TRIP Q BREAKER.

o CORRECT BREAKER QmRDINATION FOR 125VX LOAD CEMZ (REPLACE TRIP UNIT TO

PROVIDE HIGHER SEI POINT).

o ADD PERGENCY LIGHTS FOR LOCAL DIESEL GENERATOR STARTS, NSIV CLOSURE,

SCRN, ND RECIR. PlfP TRIP.

o PROVIDE ADDITIONALSUPPRESSION, BARRIERS (INCLUDING HEAT SHIELD, TRAY

COVERS, RACBlAY PROTECTION, AND EQUIR%M RELOCATION) TO E)HEND

PNTECTION TO THE CONTROL STRUCTURE HVAC.

o PROTECTION FOR ADDITIONALASSOCIATED CIRCUITS IN THE CONTROL fGN (LOCAL

DIESEL GENERATOR START, CS HVAC, DG ESM AND RHR SW VALVE ALIGttENTS).

o IN'ROVE DOCUMENTATION TRAIL TO IN'RQVE AUDITABILIlYAND TRACKING BACK FRON

THE FPRR.



e
ISSUES BEING RESOLVED

'

FOR A FIRE IN THE RPDTE SHNI)OHN PAL

SPUllKS (DEVIATION REQUEST)

RHR SUPPRESSION POOL COOLING (OPERATOR ACfION)

o ADS/SRV ADDITIONALFAILURES (ANALYSIS)

o en'IS(uTION (ANALYSIS)

o ESWSR COOLING FAN AUTO START IN 0%ER DIVISION (POSSIBLE NDIFICATION)

o WILL BE FINISHED TO SUPPORT SCHEDULED RIBNITTALOF tHE FPRR IN JUN 88

o REVISITING CONDUIT SEALING IN THE CONTROL STRUCTURE (POSSIBLE REDUCED M3RK

BASED ON TEST BY NHERS AND OUR EXPH(IENCE IN THE REACTOR BUILDING)

o REVISITING RACBIAY SUPPORT FIRE PROOFING AND MISCELLAK3US ATlACH%NS TO

STRUCTURAL SRH (INSPECTION ND ANALYSIS)
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SCHEDULE FOR ANALYSIS N3DS

o ENGINEERING WILL BE ACC0%'LISHED THIS YEAR TO SUPPORT INSTALLATION

STARTING IN SEP 88.

o A SNI L PART OF %E NRK IS OUTAGE RELATED AND WILL BE CQN'1HED

DURING Ul 4RaIO (SPRING 89) a U2 3RaIO (FALL 89).

o THE RENINOER WILL BE (DF1ZlED DURING %E FALL Atm WINTER 88 At|D DURING

'THE SUFFER 89.

o ADDITIONALWORK, IF ANY, ARISING FKN NRC's REVIEW MILL BE SCHEDULED AS

IDENTIFIED.

o PRELIMINARY ESTINtE OF COST IS 41N - QN.



NJOR ACTIONS

o RIBNIT %W FIRE PRNEG ION REVIEM REPORT (FPRR).

o NINTAINBROAD FIRE MATCHES PENDING NRC APPRQVAL TO RENOYE.

o UPDATE FSAR AFTER OR SIKLTAIKNSMITH NRC REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF FPRR.

o RIBNIT PROPOSED CHANGE TO LICENSE CONDITION.

o C05'LEIE ANALYSIS N3DIFICATIONS DURING Ul CYCLE 4/U2 CYCLE 5.
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SlÃ%RY

o WE RESPONDED PROPPlLY TO IHE ITPS IDENTIFIEO DURING THE NRC INSPECTION AND

AUDIT,

o FURTHERf%RE. WE WENT BEYOND 'tHAT TO C05'LHELY RE-RBfIBI OUR SAFE SHUmOWN

ANALYSIS AND OUR FIRE PROTECTION DESIGN FEATURES.

o WE HAVE, IN GENERAL, tKI OUR SCHEDULE GMIPENTS (DEC 85 SUBNITIAL—

1 NNIH LATE, RESCHEDULED FIRE PROTECTION RE-ANALYSIS ONCE).

o WE HAVE GÃIITTED SUBSTANTIAL RESOURCES TO THIS INSTANT SAFETY ISSUE.



ATTACHMENT 2

MANAGEMENT MEETING IN RI ATTENDEES — APPENDIX R COMPLIANCE STATUS

NRC

C. J. Anderson, Chief, Plant Systems Section, DRS

A. R. Blough, Chief, Reactor Projects Section 38, DRP

J. P. Durr, Acting Deputy Director, DRS

S. Pullani, Sr. Operations Engineer, DRS

M. C. Thadani, Project Manager, NRC/NRR

Penns lvania Power 8 Li ht Com an

E. Clark, Project Engineer - Nuclear Design
N. T. Coddington, Sr. Project Engineer - Licensing
T. A. Gorman, Supervisor — Engineering
E. A. Heckman, Licensing Group Supervisor
H. M. Keiser, Vice President — Nuclear Operations
D. J. Kohn, Fire Protection Engineer - Nuclear Plant Engineering
C. A. Meyers, Manager — Nuclear Plant Engineering
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